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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a field, F* be its multiplicative group, and 3c = (H:H is a subgroup of 
F* and there do not exist a, b E F* such that Ha + b c H }. Let 0, be the dihedral 
group of degree n, H be a nontrivial group in X , and T,(H) = (a 
=(a,,az,..., a,) : ai E H } . For e E D,, and a E In(H), let P (u, a) be the matrix whose 
(i, j) entry is a&( jj (i.e.. a generalized permutation matrix), and 
Let M,(F) be the vector space of all n X n matrices over F and 
~P(D,,H)=(z-:T’, 1’ 15 a mear transformation on M, (F) 
toitselfandT(P(D,,,H))=P(D,,H)}. 
In this paper we classify all T in 5P (D,, H) and determine the structure of the group 
ETP (D,, H) (Theorems 1 to 4). An expository version of the main results is given in 
Sec. 1, and an example is given at the end of the paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field, M,(F) be the vector space of all n-square matrices with 
entries in F, and 9~ be a subset of M,(F). It is of interest to determine the 
structure of linear map T: M,(F)+ M,(F) such that T (?L) c @?. For example 
Dieudonni! [l] showed that if % = { X E M,,(F) : det(X) = 0} then T is of the 
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form 
T(X)= UXV, XEM,(F) or 
T(X)= UtXV, XEM,(F), (1.1) 
where U, V are invertible matrices and ‘X is the transpose of X; Marcus [3] 
showed that if % is the unitary group, then T is also of the form (l.l), where 
U, V are unitary and F= C. Other results in this direction can be found in 
[4]. In [5], [6] we consider % to be a set of generalized permutation matrices 
relative to some permutation group (set) and with entries in some nontrivial 
subgroup of F*, the multiplicative group of F. More precisely, let S, be the 
symmetric group acting on the set { 1,2,. . . , n}, and if S is a subset of F 
define 
If a E I, (F*) and u E S,, then P (u, a) is the matrix whose (i, j) entry is a&&,( ij 
(where Sii = 1 if i = j and 0 elsewhere), and we call P (a, a) a generalized 
permutation matrix. If C is a nonempty subset of S, and H is a subgroup of 
F*, we define 
P(G,H)={P(a,a):aEI,(H) anduEG}, 
TP (G, H ) = { T: T is a linear transformation on M, (F ) to 
itself and T(P(G,H))=P(G,H)}, 
SP(G,H)={S:S IS a linear transformation on M,, (F) to 
itself and S(P(G,H))CP(G,H)}. 
Let 
X = { H : H is a subgroup of F* and there do not exist a, b E F* 
suchthatHa+bcH}. 
The set x is not empty. For examples, F* is in x for every field F, every 
nontrivial finite subgroup of F* is in x, and every subgroup H of the unit 
circle {z: ]z] = 1} of the complex plane and 1 H) >2 is in X [5]. But if F is a 
subfield of R, the real field, then F + = {x E F: x > 0} is not in %Y , since 
F + + 1 C F +. Also, if F is a finite field of characteristic p >2, then the trivial 
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group H=(l) is not in x, since (p-l)H+Z=H, but for p=2, the group 
{l} is in X , In [5] we classify the T in TP(G,H) and determine the 
structure of the group SP(G, H) w h en G is a regular subset or a doubly 
transitive subset (subgroup) of S,, and H a nontrivial group in X . In [6] the S 
in s P (G, H) when G is a regular subset of S, and H is a nontrivial group in 
X has been characterized. In this paper we shall classify the T in TTp(D,, H) 
and determine the structure of TP (D,,, H), where D, is the dihedral group of 
degree n and H is a nontrivial group in 3c. 
Recall that the dihedral group D,, of degree n is the subgroup of S, 
generated by the two elements g, h, where g(i) = i + 1, i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1; 
fFj=,l, and where h(l)=l; h(i)=n-i+2, i=2,3,...,n. Let gi=g’-‘, 
’ , ,..., n.ThenwemaywriteD,={g,,g,h:i=l,2 ,..., n},andthediago- 
nals are as follows shown in Fig. 1 (n = 6; solid lines denote the diagonals gi, 
dotted lines the diagonals gh). 
CT& ah g,h g,h g4h g,h 
FIG. 1. 
Roughly speaking, if n = 3 or n > 5 we prove that T is in 5P (D,, H) if 
and only if T corresponds to some particular permutation among the 
diagonals g,,gh, i= 1,2,. . ., n and then each entry is multiplied by an 
element in H. More precisely, we denote by S ({xi, x2,. . ., x,}) the symmetric 
group acting on the set {xi, x2,. . . , a-,}; by (xixa. + . x,) the cycle (I such that 
u(~,)=~~,u(~~)=~,,...,u(x,)=x~; by 0 the usual function composition; by I 
the identity permutation; and we write gi h = g, + ir i = 1,2,. . . , n. Then apart 
from multiplying each entry by an element in H, we have T E %P( D,, H) if 
and only if T transforms the ordered 2n-tuple (g,, g,, . . . , g2,) to 
(g*L(1)‘g~(2)~.‘.~g~(zn)) where for n odd and n > 3, $J is in the subgroup 
S,oS((n+l,n+2,..., 2n})o{l,(ln+1)(2n+2)*.*(n2n)) 
of s,,, and for n even and n > 6, 4 is in the subgroup 
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of s,,. For example, for n = 6 if T E TP (II,, H), one possibility is as shown in 
Fig. 2 and Table 1 (solid lined diagonals are transformed to solid lined 
diagonals and dotted lined diagonals to dotted lined diagonals). Thus 
FIG. 2. 
TABLE 1 
An example of this type is given at the end of the paper. 
The main results will be stated in Sec. 5. 
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2. MORE DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let 0 denote the additive identity of F, and 1 denote the multiplicative 
identity of F. The matrix with 1 at the (i, i) position and 0 elsewhere will be 
denoted by Eii. If (Y E T,(F) is the sequence all of whose entries are equal to 
1, we write P(u) for P (CT, a) and call P(a) the permutation matrix corre- 
sponding to CT. The n-square matrix all of whose entries are 0, the matrix all 
of whose entries are 1, and the identity matrix will be denoted by O,,, I,, I,, 
respectively (or O,J,I if no ambiguity arises). If A =(u,J is an n-square 
matrix, let ‘A denote the matrix whose (i, i) entry is u~,~_ i+r for all i, i 
=1,2,..., n. If n =2m is even, we denote by A, the matrix whose (i,j) entry 
is uii if i + j is even and 0 otherwise, and let A, = A -A,. If A = (a,,) and 
B = ( bij) are n-square matrices, then their Hadamard product A * B = ( cil) is 
the matrix defined by cii= u~~.$~. If A is an n-square matrix and B is an 
m-square matrix, then A @I? will denote their direct sum. If X = (xii) E M,,(F) 
and u E S,, then X, is the matrix whose (i, j) entry is xii if u(i) = j and 0 
otherwise. 
If H is a subgroup of F *, let M,(H) be the set of all n-square matrices 
with entries in H. It is easy to see that the set M,,(H) with the operation 
Hadamard product form a group, which will be denoted by M,(H). Under 
the correspondence 
where A = (u,~) E M,(H), it is obvious that M,(H) is isomorphic to the direct 
product H X H X . . * X H (n’ times). 
AchainofsubgroupsofagroupG’,G,<G_r<... <G,<G,=G’,isa 
composition series if each G, is a maximal normal subgroup of Gi_ i, 
i=1,2 , . . , , k. If G, is a normal subgroup of G,, we write G,nG,. If S is a 
finite set, IS/ will be the order of S. If S is a set of n a mapping of S into S we 
denote the image of s E S under 77 by sl) or TJ(S). Suppose G’,K are two 
groups and for every element g’ E G’ we are given an automorphism of K, 
kekg’ for all k E K, such that 
(kd)gu+“g’, g’,g” E G'. 
Then the symbols (g’, k), g’ E G’, kE K, form a group under the rule 
(g’,k,).(g”,k,)=(g’g”,k,k~), h’ h w lc is called the semi-direct product of 
K by G ’ and will be denoted by (G ‘, K ). 
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The linear transformations U,R on M,,(F) to itself are defined as follows: 
U(X) = XP( g-l), R (X)=‘X, XEM,(F). 
For UES, let D(a)={(i,o(i)):i=1,2,...,n}. For Z’E3P(D,,,H) and 
UED, let T(a)={T(E,~,J:i=l,2,...,n}. 
If n (=2m) is even, let G be the subgroup of S, generated by the 
transpositions (i i + m), i = 1,2,. . . , m; K, be the subgroup {u E S,,: u maps 
even integers into even integers} of S,; and V and A(h,,x,,,,,,)hj, 
&,A s, . . . ,A, E G, be the linear transformations on M,(F) to itself defined by 
V(X)=X,+R(X,f’(g-‘)), 
and 
A={A(x,,x, ,.,_, a,:(X,,A,,...,~~)EGx... XG). 
In Sec. 3, for any integer p we denote by (p) the remainder of p in 
{I,2,..., n} after dividing by n, i.e., we work modulo n using {1,2,...,n} as 
a system of distinct representatives. 
3. THE MAPPINGS qi,Oi 
It is well known that the subgroup DA= { gi: i = 1,2,. . ,,n} of D, is 
regular and D, = 0; u DAh. Hence for each pair (i, j), 1 < i, j < n, there exist 
exactly one k and one 1, 1< k,l< n, such that a(i)= j and g!h(i)= i or 
&(i) = &h(i). We then define 
q*(i)=Z and O,(i)=k. 
Since g is the full cycle (12**.n),gk(i)=(k+i) for i,k=1,2,...,n. Hence 
and 
gk(i) = gk-’ (i) = (k + i - l), i,k=l,2 ,..., n 
glh(i)=g’-‘h(i)=(l-(i-l)), i,l=l,2 ,..., n. 
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Now g~(i)=g&(i) implies that l=(k+2(i- 1)) and k=(I-2(i-1)). Hence 
g+(i)=(k+2(i-l)), i,k=l,2 ,..., n 
and 
0,(i)=(Z-2(&l)), i,l=l,2 ,..., n. 
Consequently, if i # i, then I+ = QI~ ( j) or Q,(i) = &( j) if and only if 
(2(i - j)) = n-i.e., if n is odd, then (Pi,&, k = 1,2,. . . , n, are in S,,, and if 
n is even, then qk(i)=qk(i+n/2), &(i)=&(i+n/2) for k=l,2,...,n, i= 
1,2,..., n/2. Also qk(i),Bk( ‘) a are even if and only if k is even for i = 1,2,. . , , n, 
where n is even. 
4. THE GROUPS (S,x S,,M,(H)) AND (K,XK,,M,(H)) 
Let H be a subgroup of F *. We first assume that n is an odd positive 
integer. Then q+,B, E S, for k = 1,2,. . . , n. For (T,v)ES,,XS, andAEM,(H) 
we define 
i.e., for i = 1,2 , . . . , n, (7, v) permutes the entries within the g-diagonal of A 
by ~JJ’,(,~Q+ and then transforms the entries in the g-diagonal to the gcij- 
diagonal. For A,B E M,(H), since A and Bs, are a-diagonal matrices, it can 
be shown that (A*B)(‘,‘)=A(‘,Y)*Bg’,Y), and clearly A @* “) = J if and only if 
A = J. Therefore (T, V) is an automorphism of M,(e). Also, if (7, v), (a,~) E 
S, X S, and A E M,(H), it can be shown that (A(‘*“))@+) = A(OTJ‘y)= A(“+)@~‘). 
For (u,~),(T,v)E S, X S, and A,B EM,(H) define 
and denote by (S, x S,,, M,,(H)) the corresponding semi-direct product of 
M,,(H) with S, X S,,. 
Next assume that n =2m is a positive even integer, and define 1 
< qj- ‘Y~JQ & i) < m if and only if 1< i < m for all 1 Q / < n and r, v E K,. Now 
by the definition of qj, the numbers vi(i), i = 1,2,. . . , n, are even if and only if 
j is even; thus ps-‘~q~( ij, j = 1,2,. . . , n, are well defined and are in S,,. Now 
for (7, V),E K, x K, and A E M, (H) define 
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Then, as in the case where n is odd, it can be shown that (T, v) is an 
automorphism of M,(H). Also, since (‘p - ’ m(i) W*(i))(9)7(i,‘Wi) = ‘P&b) P’Pi> ’ 
= I,2 , . . , , n, for (a,~), (7, V) E K, X K, it follows that (A(7*y))(0+) = A(“+)(‘~‘), A 
EM,,(H). Hence for A,BEM,(H) and (u,~),(T,v)EK,xK, we define 
and denote by (K, X K,, M,, (H)) the semi-direct product of M,,(H) with 
K,XK,. 
In the following we shall define 
for a,~ both in K, or K,g unless otherwise stated. 
5. MAIN RESULTS 
Let 0, be the dihedral group of degree n, and H be a nontrivial group in 
x. If TETP(D,,H) and n=3 or n>5, then for l<i,j<n there exist 
l< p,q<n and (uiiEH such that 
T ( Eji ) = aiiEpg 
and for distinct (i, i) we have distinct ( p, q), i.e., the matrix representation of 
T is a generalized permutation matrix with respect to the usual basis 
{Eii:i,j=I,2 ,..., n} (Lemmas 3 and 6). Furthermore we prove the following 
results. 
THEOREM 1. lf n is odd, n > 3, and H is a nontrivial group in X, then 
T E TP(D,,H) if and only if th ereexisto,~LES,,andak,EH,k,1=1,2 ,..., n, 
such that 
T(Ekg,(kd = (Ykg,(k)EB,0’~,(k),g~,~~8~~~~~,(k), 
i,k=l,2 ,..., n. (5.2) 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose n is even, n > 6, and H is a nontrivial group in 
‘X. Then T E TP( D,,, H) if and only if either 
(i) there exist a,pEK, or K,g, (h,,h,,...,h,)EGXGX... XG and 
ak,EH, k,1=1,2 ,,.., n, such that 
T(Ekg,(k)j=akg ( jE ,k A .(r)rp,~,‘~~,pt(k),g.(,)h.(,)~~,(;)’~,(k): i,k=l,2 ,..., n; (5.3) 
(ii) there exist r, v E K,, or K,g, (K~, K~, . , . , IC,,) E G X G X . . + X G and 
a,,EH, k,1=1,2 ,..., n,such that 
T tEkg $4) = &kg ,(k)Etict,B,cc,LvW(k),g r(*)hr,,r)B,i;~Y(P,(k)l i,k=1,2 ,..., n, (5.4) 
or 
(iii) thereexistw,w’,n,n’EK,,orK,g,aklEH,k,1=1,2 ,..., n;foriEQ2, 
there exists A,+) E G; and for i E Q2, there exists K,(~) E G, such that for i E a,, 
and for i EC&, 
T ( Ek, ,W) = akg ,WE ~~,cr~e,i;)ln’W(k),k(,)h~~~~‘W(k), k=l,2 ,..., n (5.5b) 
where QI=(2i-l:i=1,2 ,..., m} or {2i:1,2 ,..., m},and C&=(1,2 ,..., n}- 
4. 
Generally speaking, Theorems 1 and 2 state that for n = 3 or n > 5, if T is 
in SP (D,, H), then T is a composition of three linear transformations, i.e., 
T= T30 T,o T,, where T, permutes the entries within each diagonal, T, 
permutes the diagonals, and T3 multiplies each entry by an element in H. 
For example, in (5.4), T, permutes the entries at the positions (k,&(k)), 
k=1,2,..., n, by 77 = K,~,,~~(~,‘vQ i.e., TI transforms the entry at the position 
(k,g,( k)) to the position (7 (k),g,q (k)); T2 transforms the entries in the 
diagonal gi to the diagonal g+,h, i.e., T2 transforms the entry at the position 
(v(k),grq(k)) to (T(k),g7(i)hv(k)); and T3 multiplies the entry at 
(-rl(k)&(i)hq(k)) by akg,(k) in H. Recall the notation in Sec. 1. For n=3 or 
n > 5 and T E sP(D,,, H), T,o TI is, in fact, equivalent to a permutation 
among the diagonals g, gh, i = 1,2,. . . , n, i.e., T transforms the ordered 
2n-tuple (gl,g2,. . ,g2,J to ( g+L(l),g+(2), . . . ,gJcz,,). More specifically, for n 
odd and n>3, T is (5.1) if and only if $ is in the group S,oS({n+l,n+ 
2 ,..., 2n}), and T is (5.2) if and only if $ is in S,oS({n+l,n+2 ,.,., 2n}) 
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q1n+ l)(Zn+Z)* *. (‘n2n). For n even and n > 6, if we write 
G,=S({1,3 ,..., n-l})oS({2,4 ,..., n}) 
qn+1,n+3,..., Zt~-l})~S({n+Z,n+4 ,..., Zn}), 
then we have the correspondences in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
T is 
(5.3) with u,p E K, 
(5.3) with a,p E K,g 
(5.4) with 7, v E K, 
(5.4) with 7, v E K,g 
(5.5) with w, o’, T, vr’ E K, and 
Q,={1,3 ,..., n-l} 
(5.5) with w, w’, rr, T’ E K, and 
8,={2,4,...,fl} 
(5.5) with W, w’, T, T’ E K,g and 
8,={1,3,...,fl-l} 
(5.5) with w, w’, n, n’ E K,g and 
8,=(2,4,...,n} 
if and only if 









Regarding the structure of the group ?P(D,, H), we have 
THEOREM 3. Let n be odd, n > 3, and H be a nontrivial group in 3c. Zf 
for ((a,~L),A)E(S,XS,,M,(H)) we define 
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then TP (D,,, H) is equal to the group 
As an abstract group, there exists a subgroup T1 P(D,,, H) of index 2 in 
TP (D,, H), and %I P (D,,, H) is isomorphic to the group 
( S,xS,,HxHx..- XH . 2 times > 
Zf JHJ is finite, the order of TP(D,,H) is 2(n!)2)HJ”*. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose n is even, n > 6, and H is a nontrivial group in 
X. Zf for ((a,p),A)E(K,X &M,,(H)) we define 
then TP(D,,, H) is equal to the group 
As an abstract group, SP (D,,, H) has subgroups Ti P (D,,, H), i = 0, 1,2,3, 
such that 
is a composition series, J, ( G P D”,H)aFJP(D,,H), &P(D,,,H) is a subgroup 
of index Zn212 in S1p(~,,H), and 
$P(D,,H)= 
( 
K,xK,,HXHx--. xH > 
79 times > 
Q’(D,,H) 
&P(D,,,H) -04’ 
where = is the group immorphism. Zf IH 1 is finite, the order of SP(D,, H) 
is 2 mn+3(m!)4 (H In*, where m = n/2. 
To complete the list we have 
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THEOREM 5. If 1 H I> 2 and H E X , then Theorems 2 and 4 are true 
when n = 4. If H = { 1, - l}, then TP (D4, H) consists of the group of lineur 
transformations generated by those stated in Theorem 2 (when n ~4) 
together with the linear transformation S defined as follows: 
S(EI~)=$ ; ; ;I, S(W=$[_; ; _; ;j. 
6. ASSUMED RESULTS 
We will make use of the following results whose proof can be found in 
[5]. Suppose K is a nonempty subset of S,, and H is a nontrivial group in X. 
A subset & = (A,,A,,.. .,A,} of M,(F) is called a K-H unitary set if & is a 
linearly independent set and for (Y = (a,, LX~, . . . , a,) E rn (H), Cl= lqAi E 
P(K,H). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose (Hj>2, and {A,,A,,...,A,}CM,(F) is a K-H 
unitary set. Then there exist a1,a2,. . . ,a, E H, 7 E S,, (I E K such that 
Ai = a&(,)0-+(+ i=l,2 ,..., n. 
PROPOSITION 2. lf (HI=2 and {A,,A,,...,A,}~M,,(F) is a K-H un- 
itary set, then there exist permutation matrices P and Q, an integer r 
(O<r<n) and $,&EH such that n-r is even and if P{A,,A,,...,A,}Q 
={E,,E, ,..., E,,}, then 




PROPOSITION 3. If K is a transitive subset of S,, and H is a nontrivial 
subgroup of F*, then ?jP (K, H) is a subgroup of the group of all nonsingular 
n2 x n2 matrices over F. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose K is a transitive subset of S,, and H is a nontrivial 
subgroup of F*. If T E TP(K, H) ai:J u E K, then T(a-‘) is a K-H unitary 
set. 
7. THE STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP TP(D,, H), n ODD AND R > 3 
In this section we assume that H is a nontrivial group in X and n is an 
odd positive integer, n > 3. 
LEMMA_ 2. For each pair g,g,h in D,, 1< i,k 6 n, we have 
ID ( gi) n D (&h)J = 1. In fact 
Proof. Since ‘pi E S,, there exists exactly one i, l< i < n, such that 
qj(i)= k. By the definition of vi, g,(i)=g,h(i) and 8,(i)=i. n 
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LEMMAS. Zf n odd, n > 3, and T E “SP (D,, H), then for 1 < i, j < n there 
exist integers 1~ p,q < n and ayii E H such that 
T&) = aiiEpq. 
Proof. If 1 H) > 2, then the result follows from Proposition 1 and Lemma 
1, since there exists gk such that gk(i) = /, and we consider the D,-H unitary 
set T( gk). We suppose that ) H) = 2; then Proposition 2 and Lemma 1 apply. 
If T= n [i.e., no matrices of the second type appear in T( gk)], the result 
follows. Hence we assume for some i’ # i (only writing the appropriate 
2-square matrices) 
Cl 62 ' 
T(Eigk(i))= i '3 '4 s , [ 1
t " 
Now since gk(i)=~(~)h(i), we have 
Repeating the argument for T( hCi,h), by Proposition 2 there must exist If i 
such that 
By Lemma 2, (i’,gk(i’))#(l,G(i,h(l)). Hence T is singular, which is, by 
Proposition 3, a contradiction. n 
Now by Lemma 1, for each g’ E D,, T( g’) is a D--H unitary set; hence 
T ( g’) = { &J!$~,,(~) : i = 1,2,. . . , n} for some g” E D,, and we write T( D ( g’)) 
= D(g”). 
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LEMMA 4. If n is odd, n > 3, and T E sP(D,, H), then either 
w(g,))=~koci))~ v ( &I$)) = D ( gd4 i=l,2 I...> n, (7.1) 
for some a, p E S, or 
wki))=%T(i,h)~ T(D(&h))=D(&(i))> i=l,2 >...> n, (7.2) 
for some 7, v f S,. 
Proof. Suppose T( D ( g)) = D ( g) and T( D ( g J) = D ( g,h) for some 
l<i,j,k,Z<n. Since lD(gi)nD(gi)l=n or 0 and ID(gJnD(glh)l=l, it 
follows that T is singular, a contradiction. n 
Now by Lemma 2, 
Hence each of (7.1) and (7.2) completely describes the linear transformation 
T. On the other hand, it is easy to see that for any choices of u, y, r, v in S,, 
the T’s are in SP(D,,H). Let 
5s P (D,, H ) = { T E 5P (D,, H ) : T satisfies (7.2) with 7, u E S, } . 
For T E ?jI P (D,, H), since 
it follows that 
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or, if we set k = ‘pi- ‘( j), 
Similarly, if T’E “s, P(D,,,H), it follows from 
D(e)nD(gjrl)={(~i-‘(i)y&~~‘(i))}~ 
D ( g,& n D (a id = { (Gt!,d ik,d%h( i))} 
that 
or 
qE,-v jLg4’P,-‘( i) )= %, ‘( fk 194 _ -1 .E -1 ( 7) 8,(d) 4 lk.Wh8,ii)‘d j) 
T’(Ekg,(k,) = a E kg,(k) 8,~~~,(k,(k),&(,,hB,~~~,(k)~ i,k=l,2 ,..,, n. 
This proves Theorem 1. n 
Now for T E Tl P (D,, H), since Xg , = zl= 1xkg ,(k)Ekg ,ckj, it follows from 
(7.3) that 
T(X,,)= 2 akg ,(k)%g ,WEq~Gh(k).g .w.&)‘w,(k)~ i=1,2 ,...,n. 
k=l 
Set q,ji,’ pr++ = w - ’ and w -‘(k)=E. Then k=o(Z), and 
wg,)= 5 “o(l)g,w(l)T,(l)g,o(z)Elg.c,,(l)~ i=l,2 ,..., n. 
1=1 
Since for u E S,, 
n 
I= Uia(i)Eja(,) =diag(al,(l),u,,(,),...,u,(,))P(a-’) 
i=l 
and 
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where diag( a,, a2,. . . , a,) is the matrix with entry ui at the (i,i) position and 
zero elsewhere, it follows that 
where A’=(~)EM,(H). Since X=C;=rXgr, 
where 
Let S be another element in 5, P (D,, H) which is associated with a pair 
~‘,P’E S,, and 8 EM,,(H), i.e., 
S(X)=B* i ~(~~(:)~“pi)x,,~(~j~j-l~‘-l~~~(j)go;~:~)y x EM,(F). 
j=l 
Then a few step computation shows that 
where A(“‘,“) is defined by (4.1), i.e., ST is associated with the u’u,~‘~E S, 
and B*A(“‘*“‘) E M,,(H). Also, if T E T,P(D,, H) is associated with o = p= 1 
(the identity element of S,) and A =J, then T is the identity linear transfor- 
mation on M,(F). This shows that %r P (D,,H) is isomorphic to the group 
(S,zx S,>K(W). 
Recall that R (X)=‘X, X E M,(F). Clearly R is in SP(D,,H) and satis- 
fies 
’ (D(t3))=D(&(i)h),R (D( &h))=D( g(i))? i=1,2 a...,? 
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where ~(i)=z~(i)=n-i+l, i=l,Z ,..., n. If TET,P(D,,H) and is 
associated with (I, p E S,, then 
TR(D(&))=D(&7(i)h)~ w (g,W = JJ ( &%i,)~ i=1,2 n, >.**, 
i.e., TR E ?& P(D,,H). On the other hand, if S E TsP(D,,H) and is 
associated with +, v’ E S,,, then since R is nonsingular, R -I exists and 
R -‘(D( Si))=D( g-l(i)h), R -’ (D( gh))=D( &-x(i)), i=1,2 ,..., n, 
we obtain 
SR -’ (D ( g)) = D ( gpp(i)), SR -’ (D ( gh)) = D ( g++&), 
i=l2 , ,...,n, 
i.e., SR -I is in TIP(D,,H). Hence S is in TzP(D,,H) if and only if S= TR, 
where T is in 5, P (D,, H), and Theorem 3 follows. 
8. STRUCTURE OF TP(D,,,H): n EVEN AND n > 6 
Let H be a nontrivial group in X, and n be a positive even integer, 
n =2m. In Lemma 5, we assume 1 < (pk ‘(i),B,-l(i) < m for all appropriate i 
and k. 
LEMMA 5. For each pair gi,g,h in D, (f,k= 1,2 ,..., n), 
lD(gi)nD(gh)l=O if 2J’j-k and lD(gi)nD(&h)J=2 if 21j-k. In 
fact, if 2l( i - k), 
Proof qj (i) is even if and only if i is even for all i = 1,2,. . . , n, q(i) 
=q(i+m) fori=1,2,..., m, and q(i) # q(k) if 1 < i, k < m, i # k. Therefore 
we see that if i, k are both even or both odd, then there exist i, 1< i < m, 
such that gi(i)=g,h(i), gi(i+m)=&h(i+m); and if one of j,k is odd and 
the other is even, then g i (i) # ah (i) for all i = 1,2, . . . , n. w 
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LEMMA 6. Let n be even and n > 6. Zf T E 5P(D,,, H) and 1< i, j < n, 
then there exist 1 < p, q < n and aii E H such that 
T(Eii)=cxijEpq. 
Proof. As in the case that n is odd (Lemma 3), the result follows from 
Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 if 1 H I> 2, since for 1 < i, j Q n there exist & in 
0, such that gk (i) = i, Consider the D,,- H unitary set T ( a). Suppose (H I= 2; 
then again Proposition 2 and Lemma 1 apply. If the r in Proposition 2 is 
equal to n [i.e., no matrices of the second type appear in T(a)], the result 
follows. Hence we assume that there exist 1 < i, i’ < n, i # i’ such that (only 
writing the appropriate S-square matrices) 
where 1 < T, s, u, v < n, r # s, u # v, and uN, a(,,,, as,,, oz= E H. Since Gtoh(i) 
=&(i), there exist 1 < i” < n, i”#i such that 
If i”#i’ or Goh(i”)#a(i’) th en T is singular, a contradiction. Hence 
i” = i’, Gkcoh(i”) = gk(i’), and therefore i” = i’= i + m. We may assume that 
there exists an integer 1~ t < m such that 
where u,#u,, r,#s,; u,#u,, q#vp, r,#r,, .sI#sp if l#p; and T(EkkCL,),Z 
#1,2,..., t,l+m,2+m ,..., t-t m, are of the first type, Then 
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where a,P ET,(H), a,r~D,,, and a(ri)#r(ri), a(si)#~(si), a(l)=~(Z) for 
all Z# ri,si. By Lemma 5, ID (u) n D (r)I = 0 or 2, which requires n < 4, a 
contradiction, so the result follows. n 
In the following we assume that n > 6. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose n = 2m, where m > 3 and T E ?P (D,,, H). 
(i) Zf T(D(gJ)=D(gi), T(D(gk))=D(gJ, then 21i-k if and only if 
2(j-1. 
(ii) Zf T(D(g,h))=D(gjh), T(D(g,h))=D(glh), then 21i-k if and 
only if 21 j - 1. 
(iii) Zf T(D(gJ)=D(g,), T(D(g,h))=D(g*h), then2\i-kifandonly 
if 21 j- 1. 
(iv) Zf T(D(gJ)=D(g,h), T(D(gk))=D(g[h), then2)i-kifundonly 
if 21 i- 1. 
(v) Zf T(D(g,h))=D(gi), T(D(g,h))=D(gJ, then2li-kifandonly 
if 21 j - 1. 
(vi) Zf T(D(g,h))=D(gJ, T(D(gk))=D(g*h), then21i-kifandonly 
if 21 j- 1. 
(vii) Zf T(D(gJ)=D(g,), T(D(gk))=D(glh), then2j’-k. 
(viii) Zf T(D(g,h))=D(g,), T(D(g,h))=D(glh), then2,j’i-k. 
(ix) Zf T(D(gJ)=D(gJ, T(D(&h))=D(gJ, then2Jfi-k. 
(x) Zf T(D(g,h))=D(g/h), T(D(gk))=D(g(h), then 2,j’i-k. 
Proof. 
(i) First assume that 21 i - k. Then either both i, k are even or both are 
odd. If both i, k are even, then D( g,)n D( g,h)#a and D( gJn D( g,h) 
#Q. Hence there exist (r,gzh(r))ED(gJ, (s,gzh(s))ED(gk), l<r,s<n, 
and 
T( Jr%&(,)) = %s ,&p ,(t) for some 1< t < n, 
T( QL(s)) = ‘ysg &Fug ,(u) for some 1 < u < 12. 
If2Ifj-Z,thengj#gl;henceT(D(gzh))=D(~h)forsome1<u~n.But 
for each l<q<n either D($h)nD(gJ=0 or D(&h)nD(gJ=er, a 
contradiction. If i, k are both odd, then D (gi) n D ( glh)#O, D(a) n 
D ( g,h) # 0 and the result can be obtained in the same way. On the other 
hand if 2) j - 1 we can proceed as above to prove that 21i - k. 
(ii) and (iv) can be proved as in (i). 
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(iii) Suppose2~i-k.If2,j’j-Z,thenD(gi)nD(~h)f0andD(gi)n 
D ( &h) = 0, which is impossible. Similarly 21 i - 2 implies that 21 i - k. 
Since T - ’ exists, (v) follows from (iv). (vi) can be proved as in (iii). 
(vii) Suppose 2/i-k and i,k are odd. If 21j--Z, then D(gJnD(g$) 
#0. But D(gi)nD(g)=0, a contradiction; hence 2 ,j’ j- 1. We first 
assume that i is odd and 1 is even. Let q be odd and 1< q < n. If 
T(D(g,k))=D(G) f or some l<r<n, then D(grh)nD(gk)fO, 
D(gh)nD(glh)=ca if T is odd; D(g$z)nD(gJ#a D(gh)nD(gJ=cZI 
if r is even; and both are impossible. Hence consider T( D ( $h)) = D ( gJ for 
some l<r<n. If r is odd, then D(g,$)nD(gk)#Qj and D(g,)nD(g&) 
= 0, which is impossible. If T is even, then D ( $h) n D ( gi) # 0 and D ( gJ n 
D ( gi) = 0, which is again impossible. If j is even and I is odd, we can 
proceed as above to obtain the result. 
(viii) can be proved as in (vii). 
(ix) Since T is nonsingular, j#Z. If 2/i-k, then D(gJnD(gkh)#0 
and D ( g J n D ( &) = 0, a contradiction. 
(x) can be proved as in (ix). H 
Now if T E TP(D,,, H) and g’ E D,, then T(D ( g’)) = D ( g”) for some 
g” E 0,. Hence either 
(I) T(D(gi))=D(~co), T(D(gh))=D(g+&), i=1,2,...,n, for some 
o,!JE S,, 
(II) T(D(g,))=D(g+h), T(D(gih))=D(g+,), i=l,2,...,n, for some 
7,~ E S,, or 
(III) there exist partitions { 3,, 3,}, { 52,, C12,} of { 1,2,. . . , n} such that 
T(D(g,))=D(g,d foriE% T(D(g,))=D(gci,h) foriE52, 
and 
T(D( g,h))=D( g,,(i,h) for iEQs, T(D(g,h))=D(g,,,~~j) foriE!J,, 
where O, w’, VT, n’ E S,,. 
We shall consider the three cases separately in the fotrqwing. 
Ca.se (I) 
In view of Lemma 7(i) and (ii), 2(i- k if and only if 2la(i)- u(k) and 
2(i- k if and only if 21 p(i)--(k), i.e., u maps all even integers into even 
integers or all even into odd, and p has the same form. By Lemma 7(iii), u 
maps all even into even if and only if 1-1 maps all even into even. Now let 
K, = {u E S, : u maps all even integers into even integers}. It is easy to see 
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that K,, is a subgroup of S,, K,, is isomorphic to S,,, X S,,,, and the elements in 
K,g map all even integers into odd integers. Hence if T E ‘3Tp (D,,, H) and is 
of type (I), then (I, p E K,, or u, p E K,g. 
PROPOSITION 4. T E yP(D,,,H) and is of type (I) if and only if there 
exist a,yEK, or a,yEZZ,g, @,,A, ,..., A,,)EGx... XG and QEH, k,l 
=1,2,..., n, such that 
Proof. We first define 1< Q+- ‘( j) < m for all appropriate i and j. By the 
above remark, T( D ( g)) = D ( g+,), i = 1,2,. . . , n, and T( D ( g,h)) = D ( Glfh), 
j=1,2,..., n, where a,~ are both in K, or both in K,,g. By Lemma 5, if 
Zli-j and l<i,j<n, then 
Hence by Lemma 6 either 
That is, there exist (X1,X,, . . . ,A,) E G X . . . X G such that 
T&-‘( i),&P,-‘i i) ) = av,-‘c i).gicp,-l(i)Ex,(‘,P~~~( i).g,wx,w,G)‘P~ ib 
T(E,-l(i)+m,g,(rp,-‘(i)+m))= (Y~~‘(l)+m,gi(~r’(i)+m) 
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Set vi-‘(j)=k. Then for k=l,2 ,..., m, 
If we define 1 < q$ji;prpi(k) < m if and only if 1 < k < m, the result follows. 
Conversely, for any choice of (hi,&, . . . ,A”,) E G X * . . X G, akl E H and 
a,~ E K, or K,,g, it is easy to see that the T is in ?P(D,,, H) and is of type (I). 
n 
Now let 5i P( D,,, H) be the set of all linear transformations in TP(D,, H) 
and of type (I) with u, p E K,,. Since K,, is a group, Tr P (D,,, H) is a subgroup 
of 5P(D,, H). Suppose T E TT,P(Dn,H). Then in view of Proposition 4 and 
since xg, = %= lXkg,(kjEkg,(k)’ it follows by a few step computation as in Sec. 
7 that 
T(Xg,)=P(h,(i,cp,c,!)~~i)(A~, *Xgi)P( &('~Ci,(p,c:,EL(p,)-'~~~~)~ x-,(F), 
where A’=(cQ)EM,(H). Since X=2T=iXg,, it follows that 
T(X)=A* 2 P(X,(i,~~~~~~~i)Xg,P( &(‘~(i,(p,6El(p,)-l~,!)), XEM,,(F), 
i=l 
where 
Let TOP (D,, H) be the set of all linear transformations in 5, P (II,% H) 
with h,=A,= * * * = A,, = 1, the identity element of S,, i.e., T E ~oP(Dn, H) if 
and only if 
with a,p~K, and AEM,,( Let T’EyoP(D,,,H) and be associated with 
u’, p’ E K,, and B E 34, (H), i.e., 




if we define A(“‘V”) by (4.2). Hence T’T associates with the matrix B*A(“‘*“) 
in M,,(H) and u’u, PIP E K,. Also if T is associated with the identity matrix 
A = 1 in M,(H) and u = p = 1 (the identity element in K,), then clearly T is 
the identity linear transformation on M,(F). Hence TOP (D,, H) is iso- 
morphic to the group (K, X K,,M,,( H)). 
Now for (h,,h,, . . . ,A,) E G X . . . X G it is clearly the case that 
A (A,,&,....&) is in ?i,P(D,, H) associated with o = ;c1= 1, A = J, and 
(h,,X,,...,&h)~Gx..~ X G. Furthermore S is in 31P(D,, H) associated 
with (X,,X,,...,h,JEGX..* XG, a,pEK,, if and only if S=I$~,,~, ,,,,, a,oT, 
where T is in $,P (D,, H) associated with u, p E K, for 
where A”=~1=,P(~)A,,P($.x,$.-l). Hence ~~P(D,,H)=A~‘&P(D,,,H). 
Also, since G is the group generated by the transpositions (lm+ l), . . . , 
(m-12m-l),(m2m), we have jGI=2”. Hence (GXGX..* XGI=2”“= 
2”p/2, and Y&,P(D,,,H) is a subgroup of index 2”‘i2 in 51P(D,,H). 
Recall that U(X) = XP ( g- ‘) for every X E M,(F). Since 
( u(x ))ig,h(i)=Xig-‘gih(i)= Xisg-q,jh(i) 
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for i,i=l,Z ,..., n, it follows that 
i.e., V is of type (I) and is associated with g in K,g and X, =A,= . . . =A, = 1, 
A=J. Let TaP(D,,H)={TESP(D,,H):T is of type (I)}. Since K,UK,g 
is a group, it follows that Tz P(D,,H) is a group. Also it is easy to see that 
&P(D,,H)= ?&P(D,,H)o{I, U}. 
Case (II) 
As in (I), by Lemma 7(iv), (v) and (vi), if T E gP(D,,, H) and T is of type 
(II), then 7, Y E I<, or K,g. We first state a proposition whose proof is similar 
to that of Proposition 4. 
PROPOSITION 5. T E 3P(D,,,.H) and T is of type (II) if and only if there 
exist T,vEK,, or K,,g, (K~ ,..., K,,)EGX..- XG and a,.EH, k,l=1,2 ,..., n, 
such that 
Recall that R is a linear transformation which satisfies R(D ( g)) 
=D(g+,,,h), R(D(gih))=R(gvsci,), i=1,2,...,n, where +(i)=v’(i)=n-i 
+l, i-l,2 ,..., n. Hence r’,v’ are in K,g, and R is of type (II) in TP(D,,H) 
associated with K~ = K~ = * . . = K” = 1. Now let S be of type (II) in TP(D,, H), 
i.e., there exist r, Y E K, or K,g such that 
v!~))=D(&(i,h)~ s(D(&h))=D(&(i))~ i=1,2 ,..*, 12. (8.1) 
Then since R - ’ exists in TP(D,, H), 
SR -‘(D( gi))=D( g,/(i))> SR -’ (D (g,h)) = D ( g+Cijh), 
i=1,2 n. ,..., 
By the definition of K,,, either both vu’-‘, rr’-l are in K, or both are in K,g. 
In addition, SR - ’ is in 5P (D,, H) and hence is in 52P (D,, H). On the other 
hand, if T E 32 P(D,,, H) is associated with a,p E K, or K,g, then TR is in 
TP(D,,, H) and of type (II) associated with @,a~’ E K, or K,,g. Therefore S 
is in $FP (D,, H) and is of type (II) ‘f 1 and only if S = TR, where T is in 
&P(D,,H). Let 
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Then ?F3P(D,,H)= YzP(D,,H)o{I,R}, and it is easily seen that 
&P(D,,H) is a group. 
Case (III) 
By Lemma 7(vii) we have either Q2, = (2i : i = 1,2,. . . ,m} or Q2, = (2i - 1: i 
= 1,2 , . . . , m}, and by Lemma 7(viii) either Qt, = (2i : i = 1,2,. . . , m} or Q2, 
= (2i - 1: i = 1,2,. . . , m}. By Lemma 7(ix) and (x) we have 3, =Q, and 
Q2, = Q2,. By Lemma 7(iii), either both w, w’ are in K, or both are in K,g, and 
by Lemma 7(vi) either both 77,~’ are in K, or both are in K,,g. By Lemma 
7(vii), (viii), (ix) and ( x o,w’ E K, if and only if 7r,n’ E K,. Hence either all ) 
w, w’, n, n’ are in K,, or all are in K,g. 
PROPOSITION 6. T E yP(D,,, H) and T is of type (III) if and only if 
there exist w,w’,r, r’ in K,, or in K,,g, (Ye, E H, k, I= 1,2,. . . ,n, and for each 
i E Q2, there exists XwCi, in G, for each i E L$ there exists IC,,(~) in G such that 
for i EQ2,, 
T(Ekg,(k)) = (Ykg,(k)EA,(,)p,(;)‘w’W(k).~,(r~h,c,)p,~~w’rp,(k), k=12 n > ,.-., 
and for i E Cl,, 
T(E!q,(k)) = kg * ,(k)Eb(r~e,(c)‘n’~,(k),&a(,~krh(,)en(;~d~,(k)) k=l2 9 ,...,n, 
where 52i={2i:i=1,2,..., m} or Q,= {2i-l:i=1,2 ,..., m}, and Q2, 
={1,2 ,..., n}-Q2,. 
Proof. By the above remark there exist w, o’,r,& E K, or K,g and a 
partition {52,,52,} of {1,2,.. .,n}, where Q2, is equal to either (2i : i 
= 1,2 ,..., m} or {2i-l:i=1,2 ,..., m}, such that 
T(D(g))=D(gw(i)), iE%; T(D(g))=D(gti)h), iEQs; 
T(D(g,h))=D(g,,cj,h), iE% T(D(gih))=D(g.&Y iE%. 
By Lemma 5, if i, j E Q2, or tis, 
D(~)nD(eh)={(~i-‘(i)~~~‘(j)),(cp;1(i)+m&(~i-’(i))+~)}; 
if i, i E ai, then 
D (g,ci))n D (g,q+) = {(~wChw'( i) gw(i)cPo(:P'( i)>> 
(cp,(+‘( i) + mgdi)(T,,Ci)w'( i) + m>)}j 
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and if i,jEf& then 
where l< q7k’(Z),&-‘(Z) < 1 m for all appropriate k and 1. Then if we proceed 
as in Proposition 4, the result follows. n 
Recall that V(X)=X,+R(X,P(g-‘)) for all X EM,(F). Since k+%(k) 
=2k+i-1 for i,k=1,2 ,.. .,n, it follows that (Xo)kgiC,j#O and (Xe)kg,Ckj=O 
ifandonlyifiisodd.Nown-&(k)+l=g,_i+,h(k)fori,k=1,2,...,n,and 
it follows that for i even, 
= %g,_,h(kb 
(R(x~p(g-1)))~~,h(k)=(x~p(g-1))~,”-g,h(~)+l=(XeP(g-1))~“_‘+,(~) 
= %g “_,(k) 
i.e., V is in SP (D,, H) of type (III) corresponding to 
Q~=L?~={2i--l:i=1,2 ,..., m}, @=G~={2i:i=1,2 ,..., m}, 
and q,=o&= 1, To(i)= rh(i)=n- i, i= 1,2 ,..., 12, or in other words 
w,,, O& 7~,-,, T& are in K,. Hence 
V(Dki))=D(g,L V(D(&))=D(g,h) if iEL?y; 
VP (4) = D ( &,d$ V(D(i2h))=D(&lb(i)) if i EC$. 
We contend that S E ?YP(Dn, H) an d is of type (III) if and only if S = TV, 
where T is of type (I) or of type (II) in YP(D,,H). In fact, if TE ?JP(D,,H) 
and is of type (I) associated with u, y E K,, or K,,g, i.e., 
v ( d) = D ( L%d T(D(kTih))=D(&(i)h), i=l,2 >**., n, (8.2) 
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then for i odd, 
and for i even, 
TV ( 6.3,) = DC &mod m(D i oh)) = D ( &n;(i)). 
Since TV is in ‘TP (D,, H) and (I, p E K, if and only if pro, aah E K,, TV is of 
type (III). If T is of type (II), it can be shown that TV is of type (III) in the 
same way. On the other hand, suppose S is in TP(D,,, H) and of type (III), 
I.e., 
vki))=~kci))~ s(D(&h))=D(gd(i)h)~ iES2,, 
wk))=w?rw~L s(D(gih))=D(&(i))~ iEQ2,, (8.3) 
where w, o’, TT, 7~’ E K,, or K,g. Then if Q2, = Gly, 52s = fG$, we have 
ST’ (D ( g)) = D ( G(i))> SV-’ (D (&‘))=D( Q(i)) 
if i E 52:, and 
SV-‘(D( g,))=D( &r,q,-l(i))> SV-l(D(g$))=D(~,~ci,h) 
if i E $2:. Clearly w, w’, T, T’ E K, if and only if w, w’, ~~70 i, ~‘a;- ’ E K,; and if 
we define 
u(i)= 1 44 if i EQT, 77’57;-l(i) if iE$, 
P(i)= 
(: 
w’(i) if i E @, 
77+77,‘(i) if iESX$ 
then u, (I E K, or K,g. Now SV-’ is in TP (D,, H) and hence is of type (I). If 
!2i = @, 8, = a:, then for i E f$, 
sV-l(Did)=D(g(i,h), SV-‘(D( g’))=D(g(i)), 
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and for i E 52:, 
SV-‘(D(gi))=D(gw’nb-l(i)h)) SV-’ (D ( g’))= D ( tLr;I(i))~ 
Again w, w’,~T,YT’ E K,, if and only if r,rf, w’$-i, or{’ E K,,; and if we define 
r(i)= 1 r(i) if i E Sly, w’rb-i(i) if iE$$, 
u(i) = 
1 
7.r’( i) if i EQY, 
m-O’(i) if iE@ 
then both 7,~ are in K, or in K,g. Hence SV-’ is of type (II). This proves 
our assertion. Consequently the group 3P(D,,H) is equal to 53p(Dn,H) 
o{LV>. 
Since Ti P (D,, H) is a subgroup of index 2 in Ti + i P (D,, H) for i = 1,2,3, 
where y4P(D,,,H)= Tp(D,,,H), it follows that 
is a composition series. We shall show that yi P (D,, H) is a normal subgroup 
0f SP(D,, H). 
Let T E (??I P (D,, H) and S be of type (III) in qP( D,, H), i.e., T satisfies 
(8.2) with a,~ E K,, and S satisfies (8.3). If w,w’, n, -+ E K,, then for i E Sl,, 
sTs-‘(D(g,))=D(g,,,-l(,,), STS -‘(D( gh))= D( g+wr-xci+z), 
and for i E f&, 
sTs -’ CD (&I) = D ( GFr,-l(i)), %‘s -I (D (g,h)) = D ( g,,ow-,(ijh). 
If w, w’, r, P’ E K,g, then for i E Q2,, 
sTs-‘(D(gi))=D(~,,-l(i,), STS-‘(D(~‘))=D(g,,-~(i)h), 
and for i E St,, 
STS -’ (D ( d) = D ( g,,,-vi)), STS -’ (D ( g,h)) = D ( gorpwr-,&). 
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It is easily seen that for a,y E K,, and w,w’,P,& E K, or K,,g, we have 
wuo-~,o’uw’-~,7T’~~‘-~,~un.-~ EK,. Hence STS-‘is in yiP(D,,,H). 
Now let TET,P(D,,,H) and S be of type (II) in TP(jg,,H), i.e., S 
satisfies (8.1) and T satisfies (8.2) with u, p E K,,. Then for i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
STS-‘(D(gi))=D(&~v-l(i)), STS -I (D (g,h)) = D( g,-lcj,h). 
It is clearly that for u, p E K,, and 7, v E K, or K,,g, we have vpv-i,rur -i E 
K,,. Hence STS-‘E~~P(D,,,H). Also ~,P(D,,H)n~sP(D,,,H). Thus we 
conclude that siP(D,,,H)n EiP(D,,H). 
Finally, for S E 3P(D,,H) we write 5, P( D,, H)oS = f?. Then -- ---_ 
?jP(D,,,H)/T,P(D H)={?,~,R,V,UR,UV,RV,URV}. By a routine com- _n,- -- 
putation o,E, V, UR, URV are of order 2 and UV, RV are of order 4, i.e., 
TP(D,,H)/ET,P(D,,H) is isomorphic to D,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
9. EXAMPLE 
Let n =6. Then g,= 1, g,=(123456), g3=(135)(246), g,= (14)(25)(36), 
&= (153)(264), gs= (165432); g,h = (26)(35), g,h =(12)(36)(45), g,h= (13) 
(46), ah = (14)(23)(56), g,h = (15)(24), g,h = (16)(25)(43), and 
Xlg,(l) XlgJl) XlgJl) Xlg,(l) XlgJl) *lgam 
X2gJB) *2g,w %g*c‘?) X2gJ2) X2g,(2) XZg,(Z) 
X3&(3) X3g,(3) X3g1(3) X3g,(3) x3g,w X3gJ3) 
X4g,(4) X4g,(4) X4g,(4) X4g,(4) X4g2(4) X4g,(4) 
XSgJ5) x5g, (5) X5gJ5) *sg,(s) *5g, (5) *5g,c51 
%g*@) *6g3(6) X6,(6) ‘6g, (6) XSg,(S) X6g,(6) 
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Hence 
Let H E % and T E 5P(D,, H) be of type (III) associated with 3, = Q2, = 
{ 1,3,5}, Q2, = ti2, = {2,4, S}, o = (14)(25)(36), w’ = (14)(23)(56), T = T’ = 
(16)(23)(45), A,= (14), A,= (25), X,=(14)(36), KI = (14)(25), ~~=(36), Kg= 1, 
A =I. Then 
and 
3 (1245)(36) (2356) 
5 (1346) (14)(2356) 
i 
K77(i)e*~i,‘T’Vi &l(i)hK7r(i)e7r~i+‘P 
2 (23X56) (132)(465) 
4 (23)(56) (156)(234) 
6 (14)(2356) (14)(25) 
Ir x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 Xl6 
x21 x22 %3 ‘24 ‘25 ‘26 
T x31 ‘32 ‘33 x34 x35 ‘36 
X41 X42 x43 %I X45 X46 
x51 x52 x53 x54 x55 x56 
i X61 ‘62 ‘63 “64 ‘65 ‘66 
= 
x43 x64 x12 Xl1 x14 x51 
, 
x13 x34 ‘26 ‘36 ‘66 ‘6.5 
G.3 ‘62 ‘25 x15 *21 x22 
X44 X41 x24 ‘16 x31 X45 
%3 x33 ‘32 ‘46 ‘61 x53 
‘42 ‘54 x55 ‘56 x35 ‘52 
xii E F. 
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Hence 
x11 0 0 0 0 0 
0 x22 0 0 0 0 
0 0 x33 0 0 0 T 
0 0 0 x44 0 0 
0 0 0 0 x55 0 







0 x12 0 0 0 0 
0 0 x2-J 0 0 0 
0 0 0 x34 0 0 
0 0 0 0 x45 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ‘56 
X61 0 0 0 0 0 
Xl1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 X26 
0 0 0 0 x35 0 
0 0 0 x44 0 0 
0 0 x53 0 0 0 
0 ‘62 0 0 0 0 
0 x12 0 0 0 0 
x21 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ‘36 
0 0 0 0 x45 0 
0 0 0 x,0 0 
0 0 x,0 0 0 
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0 0 0 x11 0 0 
0 0 0 0 x66 0 
0 0 0 0 0 x22 
x44 0 ci 0 0 0 
0 %x3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 x55 0 0 0 
0 0 x12 0 0 0 
0 x34 0 0 0 0 
x23 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 x45 
0 0 0 0 ‘61 0 
0 0 0 xsso 0 
0 0 0 X11 0 0 
0 0 ‘26 0 0 0 
0 ‘62 0 0 0 0 
x44 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 x53 
0 0 0 0 x35 0 
0 0 x12 0 0 0 
0 0 0 X36 0 0 
0 0 0 0 x21 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ix‘&5 
x63 0 0 0 0 0 
0 %4 0 0 0 0 
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